
August 20th, 2012 Chompers 3D 

EXT BARREN LANDSCAPE DAWN

(The opening section is done like Adaptation meets Das Rad. 
It doubles as the title sequence but it's longer and more 
involved.)

We begin at the beginning of life in a perfect circle of 
primordial ooze. We are taken through evolution. All the way 
through Jurassic times, etc. Everything moves very quickly 
like you've got the VCR on fast forward. Nature is brutal and 
we see it kill, eat, and reproduce. We return to this cycle 
as creatures evolve: kill, eat, reproduce. 

Something like an octopus crawls out onto land. 

A fire rips through the forest and pine cones pop open and so 
do a clutch of black eggs in a tree trunk, releasing spores 
into the air. 

Crows pick many of the spores out of the air but some settle 
on animals, turning into spots on their hides, which sprout 
and retract tentacles under the skin, before falling out. 
Once released, the spots grow, feeding on small creatures, 
getting bigger. 

One of these circles morphs into something brown as we slow 
down to real-time. We see as little of the creature as 
possible while still conveying the events. 

We follow a squirrel into the end of a hollowed out branch on 
the forest floor. Mistake. The branch is actually a creature 
and the squirrel is its dinner. The camera pans away from the 
action but the sound lets us know what's happening. 

Then a bigger creature - a raccoon - into a hollowed out log: 
just the white and black tail thrashing around.

Then an elk, much too big to fit in a log, surely safe from 
this predator, steps into an upturned circle of rocks 
and...nothing happens. 

The elk hears something and shifts on its feet, one of them 
brushes the side of the circle and thin teeth emerge. 

The circle bites and the stag jumps, pulling Chompers up with 
it. The creature bites down hard into the stag's flank, its 
entire body squeezing and twisting into the flesh. 

SNAP! 

It steps into a second Chompers with its front leg. 



The stag bounds twenty feet in panic, unable to shake the 
creatures off, before crashing through the foliage out of 
sight. 

In its dead eye we see not one but two Chompers approach the 
carcass. They move together in a slow dance as we fade to... 

Black. 

A hoof glides past tree bark. 

A haunch of the deer has been liberated from its body and is 
being dragged up the side of an old-growth tree.

The creature doing the dragging stuffs it into a hollow 
created from a broken off branch; turns around and squirts 
the remaining recess full of black eggs, sealing the hole 
with a thick, sap-like substance. 

As the creature leaves the frame time speeds up again. The 
hole grows shut in just a few seconds. 

The tree grows on fast forward, Indians fly by, trappers and 
loggers appear and disappear but this old grove stays put, 
protected by its location on a steep incline. Everything gets 
cut around it. Trees are replanted and sprout up, reaching 75 
years or so in age, but nowhere near the size of the old tree 
grove.

End on the tree. Day. 

Night. 

(Real-time from here on.)

EXT. FOREST NIGHT

The sound of a chainsaw and the tree shakes in the moonlight. 
Two men in their early thirties, JR and TUCKER, are standing 
on a plank lodged 20 feet up the tree cutting through the 
trunk with a massive chainsaw, right through the old sealed-
up knot. Wind pulls the trunk back and forth, opening and 
closing the cut. The saw gets stuck. 

Another two men watch from below, standing amongst branches 
felled from the tree trunk, illuminated by lights from a Big 
Rig and a small pick-up. 

The bigger man, BIG EARL, 54, yells directions at JR up on 
the plank.
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BIG EARL
Wrap your safety line around the 
trigger.

JR unhooks his safety line and does just that. The engine 
smokes and the motor whines against the chain.

BIG EARL (CONT’D)
(throwing up a framing 
hammer)

Now hit the blade.

JR hits the blade feebly.

TUCKER
Let me do it.

Tucker switches places with JR. Clipping his own safety line 
to JR's and taking the hammer from him.

BIG EARL
Hurry the fuck up; you'll burn out 
the motor.

The motor's whine ratchets up in pitch as Tucker brings the 
head down on the exposed blade. 

TWANG! 

The saw shoots free, the blade roaring at full-force, 
swinging from the safety-line like a pinata from hell. It 
comes to rest on the plank and starts chewing through it.

BIG EARL (CONT’D)
Pick it up dip shit!

JR picks up the saw just in time but the extra weight from 
the saw snaps the weakened plank. He falls a couple feet, 
jerked to a stop by his safety line. 

JR looks down to the forest floor and back up with a shit-
eating-grin: that was close. 

Only then, does Tucker notice black gunk, spotted with oily 
black eggs spilling from the cut in the tree. The same stuff 
covers the blade JR's holding, a new sight for these 
experienced loggers.

JR
(to Big Earl)

Dad, is the wood spoiled?
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BIG EARL
We'll cut it out.

The saw is red hot from cutting; an egg swells on the blade 
and pops, sending spores onto JR's face and forearm. Big Earl 
laughs at his son from the ground. The man next to him, 
KEVIN, late twenties, is quick to join in on the laughter.

JR
Fuck off, Kevin. You get your ass 
up here then.

While the two fight, Tucker investigates the black gunk. He 
pries an egg out with his knife and sees something funny 
inside. He turns to shows the guys, forgetting that the plank 
is busted, he steps off the end and falls 20 feet to the 
ground,

TUCKER
(falling)

Oh, SHIT!

-Tucker twists in the air, dropping the knife. He lands flat 
of his back, knocking the wind out of him, his head barely 
missing being impaled on broken branch.

JR
Tucker!

As Tucker gasps for air, his knife comes down into his thigh.

KEVIN
God damn.

BIG EARL
JR, look at what your grab-assing 
did. Get your ass down here and 
take him to the hospital.

JR's boots hit the ground and the three men get Tucker to the 
truck; he's still struggling to breathe.

As the rig pulls out, Big Earl and Kevin ascend the tree to 
finish her off: black gunk and eggs spilling from the cavity.

BIG EARL (CONT’D)
C'mon, we gotta get her cut-down 
before sun-up.

CUT TO:
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INT. JENNA'S APARTMENT MORNING

An Internet video by a funny girl in her late twenties, who 
also happens to be good-looking. She's going over sadness in 
movies:

GIRL IN VIDEO
Everything is sad with the right 
music.

She starts humming 'Luke's Lament' from Star Wars over 
pictures of puppies and people smiling and, sure enough, it's 
pretty damn sad, and stupid, and funny. 

The video was just posted an already has 300k views. 

It's morning time, and the person watching is not attractive 
and she's overweight. This is BROOKLYN, our star, and the 
video is by her sister, JENNA or JennaCriket to her thousands 
of Internet fans. 

Brooklyn is on the couch, where she has obviously been 
crashing for awhile, when her sister walks in brushing her 
teeth. 

Brooklyn mutes the video.

JENNA
Hey sistah! I got you a present.

Jenna throws a small package into her lap.

BROOKLYN
(suspicious)

What is it?
(opening the package)

E-cigarettes?

JENNA
They weren't out when I quit but a 
bunch of my followers suggested 
them for you. Next month I'll be 
one year quit, it will be easier 
for you now that I’m not smoking...

As Jenna drones on, Brooklyn's gaze drifts down to her 
sister's video, which is still running on her laptop. 

The two are perfect matches; the sister performing for the 
masses and the one performing just for her. Jenna is somehow 
also tidying up Brooklyn's messes in addition to brushing her 
teeth and lecturing her on smoking.
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JENNA (CONT’D)
...so, this is your last week. 

That snaps Brooklyn out of it.

BROOKLYN
For what?

JENNA
Williams is riding my ass about you 
staying here and Whitney wants to 
have a big talk today.

BROOKLYN
Oh, 'Captain Amazing.'

JENNA
(whispering)

Shush!

BROOKLYN
(not whispering)

Captain Amazing! Captain Amazing! 
No one cares.

JENNA
Whitney is probably moving in and 
he can't do that with you on the 
couch.

BROOKLYN
Cool, I'll just homeless.

JENNA
Look, I got you my old job, 
basically. I told Ted you'd be 
coming in.

BROOKLYN
What Nilknarf's? I don't drink.

JENNA
(setting her up)

Oh, yeah, and you don't speak 
Spanish either. So, no serving 
tequila.

BROOKLYN
(falling for it)

You don't have to speak Spanish to 
serve tequila.
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JENNA
You're right, and you don't have to 
drink it either. Ask for 'Ted' I 
told him you'd be coming by.

BROOKLYN
Can you give me a ride?

Jenna just shakes her head. She's amassed a small pile of 
garbage bits on the edge of the couch.

Brooklyn makes a 'why not?' face.

JENNA
Sorry, I'm doing a thing.

BROOKLYN
"Doing a thing."

JENNA
(firmly)

Yes, I'm "Doing an f'ing thing."

Jenna walks into the bathroom. Leaving the little pile for 
Brooklyn.

Brooklyn looks back at the video and hits 'dislike' the 
'likes' have popped up by two thousand in just that time. 

She closes the video and there's her pathetic resume open 
behind it - barely half a page. 

Jenna pops her head back in.

JENNA (CONT’D)
And will you clean Denise's litter 
box...

BROOKLYN
There's like one poop in there.

JENNA
Yes. There is poop in her litter 
box. Will you clean it like you 
agreed to?

Jenna ducks back into the bathroom to finish brushing her 
teeth. 

CUT TO: 
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Brooklyn scooping the solitary poop out of the liter box. No 
sooner is she done than Denise walks over and lays a fresh 
one down. 

Brooklyn points the scooper wand at the cat.

BROOKLYN
(with a flourish)

Avada Kedavra! 

CUT TO:

Brooklyn selects her least wrinkled clothes from a suitcase.

JENNA
(Off screen)

She's my sister Mrs. Williams.
(beat)

I know you have a one week guest 
policy.

CUT TO: 

Brooklyn's inflated resume printing.

EXT ROAD MORNING

Brooklyn rides her bike on the side of the road smoking a 
cigarette. It's at least 93 degrees out and she is sweating.

OLD WOMAN'S VOICE
Hi Brooklyn

BROOKLYN
Hi, Mrs. Williams

Mrs. Williams, 66, is on a recumbent bike and making good 
time.

WILLIAMS
Doing a little shopping.

Brooklyn gives her a 'congratulations nod' with her head.

Williams picks up the pace as Brooklyn slows to get rid of 
her.

MRS. WILLIAMS
Good luck with the interview.
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INT NILKNARF'S MORNING

Nilknarf's is the local watering hole. Its name is Franklin 
spelled backwards but its logo is a lion eating a steak. They 
don't serve steak, have lions, or pictures of Franklin, but 
they have beer, which JR and Tucker are enjoying along with 
breakfast when Brooklyn walks in. 

JR is worrying the scabs on his forearm with a red 
pocketknife.

Tucker's leg is bandaged up and he's whacked out on pain 
pills. 

Brooklyn gives them half a smile, conscious of the trail of 
sweat down her back, and walks up to the bar, trying to get 
the bartenders attention.

JR
(eying Brooklyn)

I'm gonna close my eyes and pretend 
it's her sister.

TUCKER
(drugged out of his gourd)

Don't shit where you eat.

A COUGAR plays slots in the corner, listening in and eying 
JR, who folds up the red pocketknife he's been playing with 
and approaches the bar.

BROOKLYN
(to the bartender's back)

Um, Excuse me. Are you Ted?

BARTENDER
Ted's not here. What can I do for 
you?

The dark spot on JR's forehead, where the spore touched him, 
has sprouted purple tentacles under his skin.

JR
(to Brooklyn)

Howdy, Neighbor! Watcha doing here?

BROOKLYN
(hiding her resume)

Just picking up Jenna's check.
(To the bartender)

Do you have Jenna's last check?
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BARTENDER
She already got it.

(to JR)
Another?

JR
Si, Senior Garret. Uno mas para mi 
and one for the senorita.

BROOKLYN
No thanks. I guess I'll be going 
then.

JR
I gotta run home myself, let me 
give you a lift.

(she hesitates)
C'mon. I'd love to give you a ride.

BROOKLYN
OK

JR
(to Garret)

I'll settle up tomorrow. Paydays 
coming!

EXT FOREST DAY

A crash in the forest as the big tree comes down. Kevin 
starts limbing the tree while Earl straps some sort of pack 
to his back. He looks like one of the Ghostbusters.

KEVIN
(pointing to the hollow 
with the eggs)

Watcha gonna do with that shit?

BIG EARL
Burn it.

Earl pulls the trigger on the backpack; a jet of fire shoots 
from the nozzle. He runs the flame over the trunk, charring 
the bark, lingering over the eggs which crack open, gushing 
out spores.

The spores settle on Big Earl's gut and Kevin bats them out 
of his face. 

He tries to say, "What the fuck is this shit?" But barely 
gets the words out around a mouthful of spores. 
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